NYU LEADERSHIP WEEK 2016

FIND YOUR PURPOSE

PURSUE YOUR PATH

A week of events and activities exploring purpose, passion and leadership.

RSVP at www.nyu.edu/nyuleads

@NYULeads
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17

Setting S.M.A.R.T. Goals For Success
Corey Blay
12:30-2:00pm
Kimmel 914

Building your personal brand (and why you need one)
Lindsey Pollak
5:00 - 6:30pm
Kimmel 914

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18

Design Thinking: Personal Growth & Problem Solving
Professor Anne-Laure Fayard
12:30-2:00pm
NYU Tandon, LC 400

Student Leaders Speak: Finding purpose at NYU
Chade-Meng Tan, Chairman of SIYLI
5:00-6:30pm
Kimmel 905/907

NYU Stern Leadership Development Speaker Series Presents Chade-Meng Tan, Chairman of SIYLI
5:00-7:00pm
Stern Paulson Auditorium

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19

Mentors, Coaches, and Sponsors (oh my): How to Build a Leadership Network
Grisel Caicedo
12:30-2:00pm
Kimmel 905/907

Mindfulness: Purpose, Priorities, and Progress
Manish Chopra
5:00-6:30pm
Palladium, Multipurpose Room

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20

Making The Connection: Spirituality & Purpose
Imam Khalid Latif & Rabbi Yehuda Sarna
12:30-1:30pm
Kimmel 905/907

TEDxNYU: Celebrating Stories of Purposeful Leadership
5:00-6:30pm
Kimmel 905/907

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

Communicating Your Narrative to Target Audiences
Deepa Purohit
1:00-3:00pm
NYU Center for Academic & Spiritual Life, Room 461

All events require an RSVP. To RSVP visit our website: www.nyu.edu/nyuleads